We compare different methods used for non-perturbative calculations in strongly interacting fermionic systems. Mean field theory shows a basic ambiguity related to the possibility to perform Fierz transformations. The results depend strongly on an unphysical parameter which reflects the choice of the mean field. Renormalization group equations in a partially bosonized setting can overcome this problem if the truncation is chosen appropriately. We argue that the renormalization group approach goes beyond the lowest order Schwinger-Dyson equation and constitutes a very promising basis for the explicit treatment of condensates and spontaneous symmetry breaking.
Introduction
Mean field theory is a widely used method in statistical physics and quantum field theory, in particular for ground states characterized by condensates and spontaneous symmetry breaking. For example, mean field solutions of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model [1] or extensions of it are one of the main theoretical tools in nuclear physics. The recent discussion of color superconductivity at high but realistic baryon density is mainly based on this method [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . One out of many examples from statistical physics is a mean field description [8] of antiferromagnetic and superconducting condensates in the Hubbard model [9, 10, 11] . Quite generally, mean field theory (MFT) seems to be well suited for systems with multifermion interactions and bosonic condensates.
Unfortunately, in these systems MFT has a basic ambiguity which is connected with the possibility to perform Fierz transformations (FT) for the underlying local multifermion interaction. This becomes apparent already in the simplest NJL-type model (for only one fermion species) with a chirally invariant pointlike four fermion interaction:
In this paper we concentrate on this model which is regularized by a sharp momentum cutoff q 2 < Λ 2 .
Due to the Fierz identity
only two of the quartic couplings are independent and we write
The parameter γ is redundant since it multiplies just the vanishing expression (2) . No physical quantity can depend on γ in a full computation of the functional integral for the partition function and expectation values of field operators. The model is completely characterized by the two "physical" couplingsλ σ andλ V .
We will see in sect. 2 that the MFT results do strongly depend on γ, limiting their quantitative reliability. For example, the value of the critical couplingλ crit σ for the onset of a non vanishing condensate σ ∼ ψ 1−γ 5 2 ψ depends strongly on γ for fixedλ V = 0 (cf. the values in the first row of Tabs. 1, 2). In order to make progress one has to find a method where MFT appears as some type of first step in a more systematic expansion. As a test of such a method one may investigate if the results become independent of γ as it should be. In this paper we investigate such methods based on the exact renormalization group equation for the effective average action [12] or on Schwinger-Dyson equations [13, 14] .
As a guidance, we first study in sect. 4 perturbation theory in the one-loop approximation. While the results are independent of γ, the validity of the perturbative calculation is limited to small coupling. In particular, the interesting phenomenon of spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) cannot be seen.
This shortcoming is improved substantially by the use of a non-perturbative flow equation for the scale-dependence of the effective average action Γ k [12] . In this approach an infrared cutoff with scale k is introduced such that only fluctuations with momenta q 2 k 2 contribute effectively. The effective couplings therefore depend on the scale and their k-dependence is governed by a renormalization group (RG) equation. For example, in a simple truncation Γ k takes the same form as the action (1) , but the couplings become now scale dependent, i.e. λ σ → λ σ,k etc.. In the limit k = 0 the infrared cutoff is absent and all fluctuations are included. For k = 0 the effective average action Γ k=0 is the generating functional of the 1PI-Greens functions of the full theory.
The scale dependence of Γ k is described by an exact functional differential equation [12] . Non-perturbative approximations to this exact equation involve a truncation of the general form of Γ k . The non-perturbative flow equation for the quartic couplings λ σ,k , λ V,k and λ A,k are solved in sect. 5. Now the onset of SSB is signaled by a divergence of the quartic couplings λ. The fermionic flow equation yields results for the critical couplings which are independent of γ. Unfortunately, in contrast to MFT, one cannot easily extend the investigation to the phase with SSB and compute, for example, the value of the order parameter or the fermion mass gap. This would require the inclusion of multifermion interactions in the flow (e.g. eight fermion interactions), leading to high algebraic complexity.
Partial bosonization seems to be the ideal remedy to this difficulty [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . In sect. 3 the model (1) is rewritten as an equivalent Yukawa type model with scalars φ, vectors V µ and axial vectors A µ representing the corresponding fermion bilinears. Spontaneous symmetry breaking can now be dealt with by computing the effective potential for φ and looking for a minimum at φ = 0. For example, a term ∼ φ 4 stands for an eight fermion interaction. Unfortunately, partial bosonization brings back the "Fierz ambiguity" of MFT. In fact, an approximation which only includes the fermionic fluctuations and omits the bosonic fluctuations is precisely equivalent to MFT. Nevertheless, MFT can now be considered as a starting point of a more systematic procedure which also includes the bosonic fluctuations. Here again, a test for the validity of any approximation to the bosonic fluctuations should see that physical quantities become independent of γ.
In sects. 6, 7 we study the flow equations for the Yukawa model with action
With the identification
this model is equivalent to the NJL-type model (1). We choose a simple truncation for Γ k where only the (k-dependent) couplings appearing in Eq. (4) are retained. In sect. 6 we first neglect the fact that new quartic fermion interactions are generated by the flow. Including the bosonic fluctuations leads to a running of the Yukawa couplings h k and reduces substantially the dependence of the results on γ as compared to MFT. Still, the flow equations are not one-loop exact in this truncation, as reflected by the residual γ-dependence (cf. the fourth row in Tabs. 1, 2). The reason for the incompleteness at the one-loop level is the omission of quartic fermion couplings which are generated by the flow for k < Λ.
In [21] a systematic method has been developed how these interactions can be eliminated by k-dependent field redefinitions, leading to a modification of the flow equation. We use this method in sect. 7. Indeed, the modified flow equations in the truncation (4) are now one-loop exact. They are equivalent to the fermionic flow equation of sect. 5. At this point we have reached a satisfactory starting point for an extension of the flow equation beyond the four fermion truncation of sect. 5 and beyond the MFT-type truncation of sect. 7. Further extensions of the truncation in the bosonic sector are now straightforward but outside the scope of this paper. We investigate in sect. 8 bosonization from the viewpoint of the Schwinger-Dyson equations [13, 14] . Those, too, can be applied to both the purely fermionic and the partially bosonized setting. The formulation using the fermionic model (1) is naturally unambiguous even in the simplest approximation. In the bosonic model (4) we investigate two very simple approximations, the simplest of which corresponds to MFT. The other one takes into account mass corrections due to diagrams with internal boson lines. In a very simple approximation for the bosonic propagator and vertices it corresponds to the gap equation derived for the fermionic model. The results are therefore independent of γ. Finally, we present in sect. 9 an overview over the merits and shortcomings of the different methods.
Critical Couplings from Mean Field Theory
A mean field calculation treats the fermionic fluctuations in a homogenous background of
It seems straightforward to replace in the four fermion interaction in Eq. (1) one factor by the bosonic mean field, i.e.
The partition function becomes then a functional ofφ,Ṽ µ ,Ã µ ,
where S is given by (1), with the replacements (6). Self consistency for the expectation values of the fermion bilinears requires
and similar for the other bilinearÃ µ . Chiral symmetry breaking by a nonzeroφ requires that the "field equation" (8) has a nontrivial solution. We note that Z[φ,Ṽ ,Ã] corresponds to a one-loop expression for the fermionic fluctuations in a bosonic background. With Γ (F) 1 = − ln Z the field equation is equivalent to an extremum of
A discussion of spontaneous symmetry breaking in MFT amounts therefore to a calculation of the minima of Γ (F) . We note that this calculation can be done equivalently in the Yukawa theory (4), (5) . The mapping of the bosonic fields reads
Keeping the bosonic fields fixed and performing the remaining Gaussian fermionic functional integral yields precisely Eq. (9) . Mean field theory therefore corresponds precisely to an evaluation of the effective action in the partially bosonized Yukawa model in a limit where the bosonic fluctuations are neglected. We want to compute here the critical couplings (more precisely, the critical line in the plane of couplingsλ σ ,λ V ) for which a nonzero expectation value φ = 0 indicates the onset of spontaneous symmetry breaking. For this purpose we calculate the mass term ∼ φ ⋆ φ in Γ (F) and look when it turns negative. This defines the critical couplings. We assume here a situation where the expectation values of other bosonic fields like V µ or A µ vanish in the relevant range of couplings. It is then sufficient to evaluate Γ (F) for V µ = A µ = 0. In a diagrammatic language gaussian integration over the fermionic variables corresponds to evaluating the diagram of Fig. 1 . We define our model with a fixed ultraviolet momentum cutoff q 2 < Λ 2 , such that the MFT-result becomes
From this one finds the mean field effective action
where we have expanded in powers of φ. The mass term turns negative if
As it should be this result only depends on the ratio h 2 σ /µ 2 σ = 2λ σ . We now want to determine the critical line in the plane of invariant couplingsλ σ ,λ V from the condition (12), i.e.
Using the relation (3) we infer a linear dependence ofλ crit σ on γ wheneverλ V = 0
(For numerical values see Tabs. 1 and 2). This dependence is a major shortcoming of MFT. We will refer to it as "Fierz ambiguity". The Fierz ambiguity does not only affect the critical couplings but also influences the values of masses, effective couplings etc.. The origin of the Fierz ambiguity can be traced back to the treatment of fluctuations. A FT of the type (2) changes the effective mean field. In a symbolic language a FT maps
where the brackets denote contraction over spinor indices and matrices ∼ γ µ or ∼ γ 5 are omitted. A mean fieldψ a ψ a , appears after the FT asψ a ψ b . From the viewpoint of the fluctuations one integrates out different fluctuating fields before and after the FT. It is therefore no surprise that all results depend on γ.
Partial Bosonization
The MFT calculation introduces "mean fields" composed of fermion -antifermion (or fermion -fermion) bilinears. This is motivated by the fact that in many physical systems the fermions are not the only relevant degrees of freedom at low energies. Bosonic bound states become important and may condense. Examples are Cooper pairs in superconductivity or mesons in QCD. For a detailed description of the interplay between fermionic and composite bosonic fluctuations it seems appropriate to treat both on equal footing by introducing explicit fields for the relevant composite bosons. This will also shed more light on the status of MFT.
Partial bosonization [15, 16, 18, 20] is achieved 1 by introducing unit factors in the functional integral for the partition function (15) with
The action in the "bosonic language" is composed from the original fermionic action and the arguments of the exponentials in N φ , N V and N A . Using the relation (5) one finds that the quartic fermion interaction is cancelled. It is now replaced by mass terms for the bosons and Yukawa couplings between bosons and fermions as given by the expression (4). Since the action Eq. (4) is quadratic in the fermionic fields the functional integral over the fermionic degrees of freedom is gaussian and can be done in one step. As we have seen in the previous section this precisely leads to the MFT results. More precisely, we understand now that for different choices of γ the MFT treatment leaves out different bosonic fluctuations. In this context we note that the bosonic potential in the bosonized effective action must be bounded from below. This restricts the possible couplings to λ σ , λ V , λ A > 0. In the invariant variables this restriction translates toλ σ ,λ V > 0 and for γ it implies 0 < γ < 1.
Perturbation Theory
In order to cure the unpleasant dependence of the MFT result on γ we will include part of the bosonic fluctuations in sects. 6 and 7. Some guidance for the level of approximations needed can be gained from perturbation theory in the fermionic language. Since the four fermion vertex is uniquely characterized byλ σ andλ V the perturbative result must be independent of γ at any given loop order. The lowest order corrections to the four fermion couplings are obtained by expanding the one-loop expression
up to order (ψψ) 2 . The corresponding graphs are shown in the second panel of Fig. 4 . From
we can read off the corrections ∆λ σ , ∆λ V and ∆λ A to the coupling constants. In order to establish that our result is independent of γ we use the freedom of FT to bring our results into a standard form, such that
. Inserting next the invariant variables (3) leads to:
In contrast to MFT the result does not depend on γ.
The perturbative result, Eq. (19), always leads to finite corrections to the coupling constants. Remembering that in the fermionic language the onset of SSB is marked by a divergence of the coupling constants, it becomes clear that we will never get SSB in 2 The supertrace ST r provides an appropriate minus sign in the fermionic sector (see e.g. [22] ). Moreover, in the full S (2) matrix we have a term from the δ 2 /δψδψ derivative (S
) and a term from the δperturbation theory. No critical couplings can be calculated. This is a severe shortcoming of perturbation theory which cannot be overcome by calculating higher loop orders. Only an infinite number of loops can give SSB. In the next section we establish how a renormalization group treatment can overcome this difficulty without encountering the Fierz ambiguity of MFT. A calculation of the critical coupling becomes feasible. Nevertheless, even this RG-treatment has its limitations once the couplings diverge. In particular, it does not allow us to penetrate the phase with SSB. In sects. 6 and 7 this shortcoming will be cured by a RG-treatment in the partially bosonized language. In particular, we will see in sect. 7 which diagrams are needed in order to maintain the independence of results on γ in analogy to perturbation theory.
Renormalization Group for Fermionic Interactions
The renormalization group equations for the effective average action [12] are obtained by adding a k-dependent infrared cutoff term ∆S k to the action. The effective average action Γ k results 3 from a Legendre transform of ln Z k [12] . Due to the infrared cutoff, Γ k receives only contributions from fluctuations with q 2 k 2 . We take ∆S k quadratic in the fermion fields
with R k vanishing fast for q 2 ≫ k 2 . For a cutoff function which diverges for k → ∞ and vanishes for k → 0 the functional Γ k interpolates between the "classical action" Γ ∞ = S F and the full effective action Γ 0 = Γ which includes all quantum fluctuations. The k-dependence of Γ k is governed by the following exact equation (t = ln(k)):
with Γ
k the second functional derivative of Γ k with respect to the fermion fields. Despite its suggestive one-loop form this is a functional differential equation which cannot be solved exactly.
A first approximation neglects the k-dependence of Γ k on the right hand side (RHS). The solution is the perturbative result Eq. (17). As we have seen in the previous sect. 4 this approximation does not lead to SSB. For a better approximation we restrict Γ k to the terms specified in Eq. (1) but take all couplings explicitly k-dependent. In the action (1) we have only local interactions. Expressed in momentum space the four fermion interactions have no momentum dependence. This is often referred to as the local potential approximation (LPA) [23, 24, 25] .
Decomposing the fluctuation matrix Γ (2) k according to
into a field independent part P (inverse propagator) and a field dependent part F we can expand the RHS of Eq. (21) as follows:
This amounts to an expansion in powers of fields and we can compare the coefficients of the four fermion terms with the couplings specified by Eq. (1). We obtain a set of ordinary differential equations for the couplings:
in agreement with [26] where the same model has been studied. The threshold functions l (F ), 4 1 are defined in [27] . For our actual calculation we use a linear cutoff [28] and adapt the threshold functions to our setting with fixed momentum cutoff q 2 < Λ 2 in App. A. The dependence on s = k 2 /Λ 2 becomes relevant only for k > Λ whereas for k < Λ one has constants l (F ),4 1 = 1/2. The fermionic flow equations 4 (24) do not depend on γ. In a diagrammatic language we again have evaluated the diagrams of Fig. 4 (second panel) but now with k-dependent vertices. In the RG-formulation we only go a tiny step ∆k, and reinsert the resulting couplings (one-loop diagrams) before we go the next step. This leads to a resummation of loops. Since Eq. (24) is now nonlinear (quadratic terms on the RHS) the couplings can and do diverge for a finite k if the initial couplings are large enough. Therefore we observe the onset of SSB and find a critical coupling. Since Eq. (24) is invariant this critical coupling does not depend on γ! Values for the critical coupling obtained by numerically solving Eq. (24) can be found in Tabs. 1 and 2.
The next step in improving this calculation in the fermionic language would be to take the momentum dependence of the couplings into account (e.g. [29] ) or to include higher orders of the fermionic fields into the truncation. This seems quite complicated and at first sight we have no physical guess what is relevant. The renormalization group treatment of the bosonic formulation in sect. 3 seems much more promising in this respect. 
Bosonic flow
The flow equations in the bosonic language are obtained in complete analogy with the fermionic formulation. In this paper we restrict the discussion to a "pointlike" truncation as given by Eq. (4) with k-dependent couplings. We will see that in this approximation we reproduce the result of the last section if we take care of the fact that new fermionic interactions are generated by the flow and have to be absorbed by an appropriate k-dependent redefinition of the bosonic fields. The crucial advantage of the bosonic formulation is that it can easily be extended. For example, the bosonic bound states become dynamical fields if we allow for appropriate kinetic terms in the truncation, i.e.
with
Also spontaneous symmetry breaking can be explicitly studied if we replace µ 2 σ φ ⋆ φ by an effective potential U(φ ⋆ φ) which may have a minimum for φ = 0. This approach has been followed in previous studies [30, 31, 32, 33] . In the present paper we will not pursue these extensions since our main focus is the issue of the Fierz ambiguity.
It is instructive to neglect in a first step all bosonic fluctuations by putting all bosonic entries in the propagator matrix P −1 equal to zero. This removes all diagrams with internal bosonic lines. Among other things this neglects the vertex correction Fig. 2 and therefore the running of the Yukawa couplings. Indeed, Fig. 1 is the only diagram contributing and we recover MFT. One obtains the flow equations
As long as we do not consider the wave function renormalization (25) for the bosons, the flow can be completely described in terms of the dimensionless combinations
Due to the constant Yukawa couplings we can integrate Eq. (27) . We find critical couplings:
These are, of course, the results of MFT, Eq. (12). We note that in Eq. (27) the equations for the different species of bosons are completely decoupled. The mass terms do not turn negative at the same scale for the different species. Indeed it is possible that the mass of one boson species turns negative while the others do not. Such a behavior is expected for the full theory, whereas for the fermionic RG of sect. 5 all couplings diverge simultaneously due to their mutual coupling. However, no real conclusion can be taken from Eq. (29) because of the strong dependence on γ. Now, let us take also the bosonic fluctuations into account. This includes the vertex correction Fig. 2 and the flow of the Yukawa couplings does not vanish anymore
Using the dimensionlessǫ's we now find:
The onset of spontaneous symmetry breaking is indicated by a vanishing ofǫ for at least one species of bosons. Largeǫ means that the corresponding bosonic species becomes very massive and therefore effectively drops out of the flow. For initial couplings larger than the critical values (see Tabs. 1 and 2) bothǫ σ,k andǫ V,k reach zero for finite t. Due to the coupling between the different channels they reach zero at the same t. At this pointǫ A,k reaches infinity and drops out of the flow. This is quite different from the flow without the bosonic fluctuations where the flow equations for the different species were decoupled. The breakdown of all equations at one point resembles 5 now the case of the fermionic model discussed in sect. 5. The γ-dependence of the critical couplings is reduced considerably, as compared to MFT. This shows that the inclusion of the bosonic fluctuations is crucial for any quantitatively reliable result. Nevertheless, the difference between the bosonic and the fermionic flow remains of the order of 10%.
Adapted Bosonic Flow
In our truncation the bosonic propagators are approximated by constants µ −2 k . The exchange of bosons therefore produces effective pointlike four fermion interactions. One therefore would suspect that this approximation should contain the same information as the fermionic formulation with pointlike four fermion interactions. An inspection of the results in Tabs. 1, 2 shows, however, that this is not the case for the formulation of the preceding section. In particular, in contrast to the fermionic language the results of the bosonic flow equations still depend on the unphysical parameter γ.
In fact, even for small couplings λ the bosonic flow equations of sect. 6 do not reproduce the perturbative result. The reason is that at the one-loop level new quartic fermion interactions are generated by the box diagrams shown in Fig. 3 . An easy inspection shows that they contribute in the same order λ 2 as the diagrams in Figs. 1 and 2 . Even if we start from vanishing quartic couplings after partial bosonization, such couplings are generated by the flow. The diagrams in Fig. 3 yield
Hereγ(k) is an in principle arbitrary function of scale determining the choice of FT for the generated four fermion interactions. We will make a special choice of this function (similar to the one made in sects. 4 and 5) namely we requirẽ
withǫ given in Eq. (28) . The resulting equation ∂ t (ǫ V,k /ǫ A,k ) = 0 fixesγ(k). An improved choice ofγ(k) can be obtained once the momentum dependence of vertices is considered more carefully [21] . An inclusion of the couplings λ k into the truncation of the effective average action does not seem very attractive. Despite the partial bosonization we would still have to deal with the multi-fermion interactions and the bosonic formulation would be of even higher algebraic complexity than the fermionic formulation. A way out of this has been proposed in [21] . There, it has been shown that it is possible to reabsorb all four fermion interactions generated during the flow by a redefinition of the bosonic fields. In the following brief description of this method we use a very symbolic notation.
Introducing an explicit k-dependence for the definition of the bosonic fields in terms of fermion bilinears, the flow equation Eq. (21) is modified:
Here ∂ t Γ k | φ k = ∂ t Γ k | is the standard flow of the effective average action at fixed fields. Shifting φ by
we find
and we can choose ω k to establish:
Instead of including running four fermion couplings explicitly we therefore only have to use adapted flow equations for the couplings contained in Eq. (4). Let us now apply this method explicitly to our model. Shifting
we have
Requiring ∂ t λ = 0 for all λ's we can determine the functions ω:
with the β-functions given in Eq. (32) . This yields the adapted flow equations for the Yukawa couplings
Combining Eqs. (31), (32), (33), (40), (41) 
Having fixed the ratio betweenǫ V,k andǫ A,k we need only two equations to describe the flow. We will use the ones forǫ σ,k andǭ V,k = (1 − γ)ǫ V,k
These equations are completely equivalent to the fermionic flow Eq. (24) . In order to see this we remember that the simple truncation of the form (4) is at most quadratic in the bosonic fields. We can therefore easily solve the bosonic field equations as a functional of the fermion fields. Reinserting the solution into the effective average action we obtain the form (1) with the k-dependent quartic couplings
Inserting this into Eq. (43) we find Eq. (24), establishing both the exact equivalence to the fermionic model and the γ-independence of physical quantities. On this level of truncation the equivalence between the fermionic and the adapted bosonic flow can also be seen on a diagrammatic level. As long as we do not have a kinetic term for the bosons the internal bosonic lines shrink to points. On the one-loop level we find an exact correspondence between the diagrams for the bosonized and the purely fermionic model summarized in Fig. 4 . This demonstrates again that one-loop accuracy cannot be obtained without adaptation of the flow. . Shrinking bosonic lines (dashed) to points maps the diagrams in the first row to the second row. In the approximations of sect. 6 only the first or the first two diagrams are taken into account.
Schwinger-Dyson approach
Finally, we compare in this section the results of MFT and the RG-treatment with the Schwinger-Dyson (SD) approach [13, 14] . The RG and SD approaches are equivalent in the sense that the propagator and higher N-point functions calculated using the flow equation (21) are also solutions of the SD-equations [34, 35] . Nevertheless, once truncations are used the results will, in general, differ. The RG-equations resum diagrams beyond the leading order SD-equation. We start with the purely fermionic model (1) . For this model the Schwinger-Dyson equation, approximated to lowest order, is depicted in Fig. 5(a) . It is a closed equation since only the bare four fermion vertex appears. (Only higher order terms involve the full four fermion vertex.) We write the full fermionic propagator G F as
with the free propagator G F0 and self energy Σ F . Using this one obtains a gap equation for the self energy which can be solved self consistently. To simplify the discussion we make (1)) and the partially bosonized model (b) (Eq. (4)). The shaded circles depict the full propagator, the circle with the cross is the expectation value of the bosonic field and the empty circle is the full Yukawa vertex.
an ansatz for the self energy:
where the effective fermion mass M F obeys the gap equation
The onset for nontrivial solutions determines the critical couplings:
This result is shown in Tabs. 1, 2 and does not depend on γ, as expected for a fermionic calculation. We observe that the MFT-result for theλ crit σ coincides with the SD-approach for a particular choice γ = 1/2. However, in general MFT is not equivalent to the lowest order SD-equation. This can be seen by computing also the critical coupling for the onset of SSB in the vector channel. The MFT and SD results do not coincide for the choice γ = 1/2.
Next, we turn to the SD-equations for the bosonized model (4) which are depicted in Fig. 5(b) . We will make here two further approximations by replacing in the last graph of Fig. 5(b) the full fermion-fermion-boson vertex by the classical Yukawa coupling and the full bosonic propagator by µ −2 B . We remain with two coupled equations.
In a first step we approximate this equations even further by neglecting the last diagram in Fig. 5(b) altogether. Then no fermionic propagator appears on the right hand side of the equation for the fermionic propagator which only receives a mass correction for φ = 0. Without loss of generality we take φ real such that M F = h σ φ and
Inserting this into the equation for the expectation value φ we find
For the onset of nontrivial solutions we now find the critical value h
which is the (ambiguous) result from MFT given in Eqs. (12) and (14). This is not surprising since this exactly is MFT from the viewpoint of Schwinger-Dyson equations. Indeed, Eq. (50) is precisely the field equation which follows by differentiation of the MFT effective action (9) with respect to φ.
In a next step we improve our approximation to include the full set of diagrams shown in Fig. 5(b) . Using the same ansatz as before the self energy Σ F now has two contributions
The first one is the contribution due to the expectation value of the bosonic field whereas ∆m F is the contribution from the last diagram in Fig 
Once more, this can be expressed in terms of the invariant couplings and again we arrive at Eq. (47). Looking more closely at the two contributions to M F we find that alone neither the contribution ∼ φ (which amounts to MFT as we have discussed above) nor the "fermionic contribution" ∆m F are invariant under FT's. Only the combination M F , which is the fermion mass and therefore a physical quantity, is invariant. Indeed, changing the FT amounts to a redefinition of the bosonic fields. In a very similar fashion to what we have done in sect. 7 it allows us to choose bosonic fields such that ∆m F = 0. Taking γ = 1/2 gives us such a choice of the bosonic fields. This explains why MFT gives the the same result as the purely fermionic calculation in this special case. 
Summary and Conclusions
We compare different approximation methods for a strongly interacting fermion system -the NJL model in our case. For this purpose we have computed the critical couplings for the onset of chiral symmetry breaking using mean field theory (MFT), fermionic and bosonic renormalization group methods (RG) and the Schwinger-Dyson equation (SD). This permits a direct comparison between the various methods. We believe that the general characteristics found here remain valid for other strongly interacting systems as well. The results forλ crit σ are summarized in Tabs. 1, 2 for two fixed values ofλ V . Since the most characteristic features and problems of the different methods are most clearly seen when the couplingsλ σ andλ V are of similar size we concentrate on Tab. 2.
All methods discussed here (except perturbation theory in sect. 4) correspond to non-perturbative resummation of perturbative diagrams. We believe that the most reliable results are obtained from the fermionic or adapted bosonic RG of sects. 5 and 7. First, these methods sum over a larger class of diagrams. The diagrams included by the other approaches are all contained in the ones taken into account by the fermionic or adapted bosonic RG. Second, the renormalization procedure accounts properly for the fact that the relevant physics depends on scale. In the low momentum region relevant for spontaneous symmetry breaking all physics should be describable in terms of effective low energy couplings. This is not realized by the MFT or SD approaches where the microscopic or "bare" couplings appear explicitly.
Both MFT and the lowest order SD sum only over fermionic fluctuations in presence of a bosonic background. They include, in principle the same type of diagrams, Fig. 1 . The MFT-result depends strongly on the choice of the background field. This "Fierz ambiguity" is expressed by the dependence on the unphysical parameter γ in the tables.
No such ambiguity appears in the SD approach which therefore seems, at least at first sight, more reliable. We note that for a particular choice of γ the MFT and the SD approaches give identical results -in our case γ = 1/2. This has led to widespread belief that MFT and SD are equivalent if the basis for the Fierz ordering is appropriately chosen. However, this is not the case, as can be seen by calculating also the critical coupling where spontaneous symmetry breaking sets in in the vector channel (in absence of other order parameters).
There is again a value γ = −(λ σ +λ V )/(2λ V ) where MFT and SD give identical results, but it differs from γ = 1/2 as encountered in the scalar channel 7 . We conclude that there is no possible choice of γ where both critical couplings for SSB in the scalar and vector channels are identical in the MFT and SD approaches. The conceptual and practical difference between the two approaches appears even more clearly if we consider a model with eightfermion-couplings instead of a quartic coupling. Whereas in MFT the onset of SSB can be computed in one-loop order, only a three loop diagram contributes to the gap equation for M F in the SD approach. We also emphasize that the choice of γ for which MFT and SD coincide in a given channel is not necessarily the optimal choice. Comparing the SD result (or the MFT result for γ = 1/2), namelyλ σ = 19.48, with the more precise result from the renormalization group,λ σ = 14.62, we see that an "optimal choice" of the FT for the MFT approach corresponds to a value of γ above 1/2.
Partial bosonization is a very powerful tool for understanding strongly interacting fermionic systems beyond the level of MFT or SD-equations. It allows us to treat the bosonic fluctuations in an explicit manner and provides for a rather simple framework for the discussion of SSB. Most importantly, it permits the direct exploration of the ordered phase which is, in practice, almost inaccessible for the fermionic RG. In order to permit a simple comparison with the fermionic RG we have used a very crude approximation for the purely bosonic sector by retaining only a mass term and neglecting bosonic interactions as well as the momentum dependence of the bosonic propagator. In this approximation the effect of the boson exchange between fermions does not go beyond pointlike fermionic interactions. Taking into account only the running of the Yukawa couplings (Fig. 2) in the bosonic RG of sect. 6, we observe already a very substantial improvement as compared to MFT. The dependence on γ is greatly reduced and the numerical value of the critical coupling comes already close to the result of the fermionic RG. These features can be compared to the inclusion of higher loop effects in perturbation theory in particle physics: they often reduce the dependence of the results on unphysical parameters, like the choice of the renormalization scale.
As compared to perturbation theory, the box diagrams (3) are still missing in the discussion of sect. 6. This shortcoming is cured by the adapted bosonic renormalization group discussed in sect. 7. Here the relation between the bosonic composite fields and the fermion bilinears becomes scale dependent. This formulation is well adapted to the basic idea of renormalization where only effective degrees of freedom at a certain scale k and their effective couplings should matter for physics associated to momenta q 2 k 2 . The system should loose all memory of the detailed microscopic physics. In particular, the choice of an optimal bosonic field for the long distance physics should not involve the parameters of the microscopic theory, but rather the renormalized parameters at the scale k. In this formulation it has also become apparent that the distinction between "fundamental degrees of freedom" and "bound states" becomes a matter of scale [21] . The adapted bosonic RG reproduces in our crude approximation the results of the fermionic RG. We argue that for precision estimates in the partially bosonized approach the "adaptation" of the definition of the composite field seems mandatory.
The aim of this paper is, of course, not simply a reproduction of the results of the fermionic RG. By a careful comparison between different approaches we rather want to open the door for future more elaborate techniques for the study of strongly interacting fermion systems. With the present results the adapted non-perturbative flow equations in the partially bosonized approach offer an ideal starting point. Without too much effort we can now include the momentum dependence of the bosonic propagator which goes beyond the approximation of local fermionic interactions. This is crucial for the understanding of critical phenomena for which the renormalized boson mass vanishes. Furthermore, bosonic interactions can now be included in the form of an effective potential for the scalar field. This is mandatory for the RG-investigation of the ordered phase where the minimum of the potential occurs for φ = 0. Both effects have already been treated for the NJL-model with three colors and two flavors for the fermions (quarks) [20, 30] . In the view of the results of the present paper, the quantitative accuracy and conceptual setting of such investigations could further be improved by the "adaptation" of the effective composite variables.
where r B and r F reflect the presence of the IR-cutoff. The dimensionless functions r B and r F only depend on y = q 2 /k 2 . For the linear cutoff [28] they read r B (q, k) = 1 y − 1 Θ(1 − y), r F (q, k) = 1 √ y − 1 Θ(1 − y).
In presence of an ultraviolet cutoff Λ and in absence of mass terms the threshold functions can only depend on the ratio s = k 2 /Λ 2 . With
we find for bosons (x = q 2 )
